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SOUTH AFRICA (SA) WIND POWER

10 POINTS WORTH NOTING

South Africa’s utility-scale renewable procurement programme was initiated
on strong climate and development policy imperatives, at the end of 2011
By the end of 2015, 3 366 MW of wind power had been successfully procured
from 36 projects, through 4 bid windows
Procurement takes place under SA’s national renewable auction programme
the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement
Programme (REI4P)

REI4P PROCURED MWs PER TECHNOLOGY (MARCH 2018)
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22 Wind power plants with an installed capacity of 2020 MW (average plant
size: 93.5 MW) have achieved commercial operations to-date

Investments across major renewable technologies, secured in four completed
competitive bidding windows.

Distributed across 3 provinces, these power plants contribute 52% of SA’s
renewable power

INVESTMENT PROSPECTS

Power purchase agreements (PPAs) for 12 utility scale wind projects from the
4th bid window were concluded in Q1, 2018

Minister of Energy Jeff Radebe has confirmed a 5th bid window, with a
Request for Proposals (RFP), by November 2018. Competitive bidding
routinely commences within 3 months of the RFP’s release, so it is
anticipated that bidding would commence in Q1 or Q2 of 2019.

Construction process on the first projects has now commenced, creating
new opportunities for the equipment supply and manufacturing sectors

In the short-term: Local equipment supply, construction and operational
management associated with implementation of the 12 recently
concluded Round 4 Wind projects over the next two to three years.

PPAs for the last two procured Small wind projects are due to be concluded
by the end of 2018

In the longer-term: Opportunities across the Wind Value Chain associated
with future procurement rounds.

The bid price for wind power has dropped by 50% to R0.79/kWh (in April
2017 terms)

In terms of the draft Integrated Resource Plan update released for public
comment in August 2018, future procurement of at least 8100 MW of
wind power is anticipated.

The price of wind in SA is now directly comparable with the per kWh price of
new coal-based power generation.

South Africa currently has two Tower manufacturing facilities but no
blade or turbine manufacturing facilities. Investment in the job-creating
manufacturing sector is well-supported by South African government
policy and programmes, which in turn are aligned with the President’s
priority focus on urgent investment growth.

“Juwi is one of the leading global development, financing and construction companies in the German renewable energy sector. In
South Africa, Juwi has been active in the country’s procurement programme since the outset. To date Juwi South Africa has been
successful in the sale of 140 MW of wind farm project rights, and has a pipeline of over 700 MW wind projects under development
in its portfolio. This is a growing figure and is testament to Juwi AG’s long-term investment in the South Africa market.”
- Greg Austin, Managing Director · juwi Renewable Energies, August 2018

INVESTING IN SOUTH AFRICA
POLITICAL CONTEXT
Since his appointment in February 2018, the new South African President has actively prioritised regaining the investor confidence that was lost over the previous two
years. Specifically, President Ramaphosa has set an investment growth target of ZAR 1 trillion over the next 5 years and has appointed four investment envoys to assist
with the task of attracting investors to South Africa.
In 2015, the South African Renewables Industry accounted for over 85% of South Africa’s foreign direct investment. Given its dominant market position, the Wind
Industry’s potential to be a significant contributor to investment growth is clear.

RENEWABLE POWER AUCTIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA | THE REI4P
The primary mechanism for RE procurement in South Africa is competitive
auctions, run under the national programme known as the Renewable
Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (also
known locally as the REI4P).
The REI4P is run within a policy framework governing South Africa’s largely
coal-dominated power system and must take into account:
Respective White Papers on Energy Policy (1998) and Renewable
Energy (2003);
The Electricity Regulation Act (2006) and National Environmental
Management Act (1998);
The South African National Development Plan (NDP);
The Integrated Energy Plan (IEP); and
The Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) 2010 for Electricity.
South Africa’s power supply system is dominated by its vertically integrated
monopoly utility, Eskom. Any government-procured Utility-scale Wind or
Solar power may currently only be sold to Eskom.

“Mainstream has been investing and building a local team in South Africa for almost a decade and with a portfolio of
more than 3 000 MW of wind and solar projects under development here, we are delighted to be making a significant
contribution to building South Africa’s low-cost and low-carbon power system whilst boosting rural communities.”
- Hein Reyneke, Mainstream Renewable Power’s General Manager for Africa, July 2018
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IEA FORECASTS FOR AFRICAN WIND POWER INVESTMENT GROWTH

SAWEA ADVOCACY CURRENTLY FOCUSES ON THE FOLLOWING ISSUES

In its 2017 forecast the IEA pointed to the following investment trends
relevant to Wind power, Sub-Saharan Africa and South Africa:

As the Industry association for Wind power in South Africa, representing the
majority of players within the domestic Wind market, SAWEA has a dual
agenda: to achieve consistent growth in the domestic wind power industry;
and to support the achievement of goal-directed, coherent socio-economic
Industry-level impact. The association is concerned with:

Global renewable investments are expected to increase by more than a third
by 2022, with Wind power accounting for almost 40%, making it the largest
source of electricity growth out of any other fuel over the next 5 years.
Sub-Saharan Africa is one of the fastest growing regions, expected to make
up 3% of the global renewable growth over the medium term (expanding by
24 GW over 2017-2022).
Wind capacity is seen growing by 3 GW mostly from expansion in South
Africa and Ethiopia.

Wind Industry transformation that benefits from global expertise and
capital, while steadily growing local capacity and directly driving national
socio-economic development
Power sector reforms that will enable electricity sales to large customers
other than the national utility
Market restructure supportive of competition and market entry to
independent power suppliers beyond the national procurement
programme

Significantly, the IEA concluded:
South Africa leads the region’s non-hydro renewable generation in absolute
terms and growth – seen more than doubling over the next five years from
wind, solar PV, CSP, and bioenergy.

The Energy Transition away from Coal-fired power: its benefits,
challenges and considerations particularly for the economy and society.

Wind is expected to be the largest form of renewable electricity in South
Africa by 2022.

Policy certainty for investor, business and public confidence and the
consistent socio-economic benefits that can be provided by a steady
roll-out of wind and renewable power projects.

For information on SAWEA members as well as further market information visit
www.sawea.org.za

TRAVEL TO SOUTH AFRICA AND SEE FOR YOURSELF
REGISTER TO ATTEND WINDABA 2018
In partnership with the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC), SAWEA hosts an annual international wind industry conference in Cape Town. Covering a range of
contemporary debates relating to the South African and African Energy transition underway, the theme this year is “Investment for an integrated transition”.
The event takes place on November 7th and 8th, providing the perfect opportunity to experience Cape Town’s early summer beauty.
Register to attend the conference to meet Industry leaders, government and lenders.
Full details available at: www.windaba.co.za

SOUTH AFRICA RENEWABLE ENERGY SECTOR
COMMONLY USED MARKET ACRONYMS

DBSA
DoE
DPE
DTI
Eskom
FTE
IPP
IPPO
IRP
NERSA
O&M
OEMs
PPA
RE
REI4P

Development Bank of South Africa (Contracting agent for the IPPO)
Department of Energy
Department of Public Enterprises (Eskom is politically accountable to the Minister of Public Enterprises)
Department of Trade & Industry (DTI is focused on domestic industrial growth)
Vertically integrated monopoly utility
Full Time Equivalent
Independent Power Producer
Independent Power Procurement Office (A partnership between national Treasury, DoE and DBSA, procuring all independent power including Coal and Gas)
Integrated Resource Plan (The national electricity investment plan)
National Energy Regulator
Operations and maintenance
Original Equipment Manufacturers
Power purchase agreement
Renewable Energy
Renewable Energy Independent Power Plant Procurement Programme

